Modeling the Excitability of Mammalian Nerve Fibers: Influence of Afterpotentials on the Recovery Cycle
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McIntyre, Cameron C., Andrew G. Richardson, and Warren M. Grill. Modeling the excitability of mammalian nerve fibers: influence of afterpotentials on the recovery cycle. J Neurophysiol 87: 995–1006, 2002; 10.1152/jn.00353.2001. Human nerve fibers exhibit a distinct pattern of threshold fluctuation following a single action potential known as the recovery cycle. We developed geometrically and electrically accurate models of mammalian motor nerve fibers to gain insight into the biophysical mechanisms that underlie the changes in axonal excitability and regulate the recovery cycle. The models developed in this study incorporated a double cable structure, with explicit representation of the nodes of Ranvier, paranodal, and internodal sections of the axon as well as a finite impedance myelin sheath. These models were able to reproduce a wide range of experimental data on the excitation properties of mammalian myelinated nerve fibers. The combination of an accurate representation of the ion channels at the node (based on experimental studies of human, cat, and rat) and matching the geometry of the paranode, internode, and myelin to measured morphology (necessitating the double cable representation) were needed to match the model behavior to the experimental data. Following an action potential, the models generated both depolarizing (DAP) and hyperpolarizing (AHP) afterpotentials. The model results support the hypothesis that both active (persistent Na+ channel activation) and passive (discharging of the internodal axolemma through the paranodal seal) mechanisms contributed to the DAP, while the AHP was generated solely through active (slow K+ channel activation) mechanisms. The recovery cycle of the fiber was dependent on the DAP and AHP, as well as the time constant of activation and inactivation of the fast Na+ conductance. We propose that experimentally documented differences in the action potential shape, strength-duration relationship, and the recovery cycle of motor and sensory nerve fibers can be attributed to kinetic differences in their nodal Na+ conductances.

INTRODUCTION

Excitation of vertebrate nerve fibers initiates transient changes in excitability that can significantly influence subsequent impulse generation. Following a single action potential, a distinct pattern of threshold fluctuation, known as the recovery cycle, has been identified in human motor and sensory axons (Bergmans 1970; Kiernan et al. 1996; Stys and Ashby 1990). While several mechanisms have been proposed to explain these changes in excitability, the sources of the entire recovery cycle are not fully understood. The results of the present simulation study demonstrate that the recovery cycle arises from postspike afterpotentials and sodium channel activation and inactivation. The results also demonstrate that the afterpotentials include contributions from both active and passive sources.

The recovery cycle in human motor axons is composed of absolute and relative refractory periods followed by supernormal (decreased threshold) and subnormal (increased threshold) periods (Stys and Waxman 1994). The mechanisms for the absolute and relative refractory periods in mammalian myelinated axons have been thoroughly described through mathematical models of the kinetics of the node of Ranvier, and the inactivation of fast Na+ channels is responsible for these decreases in excitability (Chiu et al. 1979). The later components of the recovery cycle have been associated with the small oscillations in axonal transmembrane potential following an action potential, referred to as the depolarizing afterpotential (DAP) and the afterhyperpolarization (AHP) (Barrett and Barrett 1982; Blight and Someya 1985; David et al. 1995). The DAP and AHP have been suggested to underlie the supernormal and subnormal periods of the recovery cycle, respectively (Bostock et al. 1998; Bowe et al. 1987). The accepted mechanism for the DAP is based on the work of Barrett and Barrett (1982), who proposed that the DAP was a result of the passive charging of the internodal axolemma during an action potential and subsequent discharging with current passing through a pathway under or through the myelin to the extracellular space. In addition to this passive mechanism, an active persistent Na+ conductance, similar to one described by Bostock and Rothwell (1997), may contribute to the DAP and corresponding supernormal period by sustaining an inward current after an action potential (Stys and Ashby 1990; Stys and Waxman 1994; Stys et al. 1993). The amplitude and time course of the DAP is limited by the continued activation of slow K+ channels, which serve to shunt current outward and reduce the charging of the internodal axolemma (David et al. 1995). The continued activation of the slow K+ channels is also the likely mechanism for the AHP and subnormal period (Baker et al. 1987; Bostock et al. 1998; David et al. 1995; Stys and Waxman 1994).

In the present study a model was developed to evaluate the proposed mechanisms for the recovery cycle of a mammalian myelinated motor axon following a single action potential. Previous modeling studies have focused only on the mechanisms responsible for the DAP (Blight 1985; Stephanova and...
Bostock 1995). A double cable model of the axon was used that allowed separate electrical representations for the myelin and underlying internodal axolemma, as first developed by Blight (1985). Segments of nonuniform length and diameter, similar to the distributed-parameter model of Halter and Clark (1991), were used to represent the morphology of the paranode-node region in mammalian myelinated axons. The results of this study indicate that the DAP is the result of both passive (discharging of the internodal axolemma) and active (activation of nodal persistent Na\(^+\) channels) mechanisms, while the AHP is the result of activation of slow K\(^+\) channels. These afterpotentials, in combination with fast Na\(^+\) channel activation and inactivation, underlie the recovery cycle.

METHODS

Computer-based double cable models of mammalian nerve fibers were developed with explicit representations of the nodes of Ranvier, paranodal, and internodal sections of the axon, as well as a finite impedance myelin sheath (Fig. 1). The geometry and membrane dynamics of the models were based on experimental measurements from human, cat, and rat. The models were implemented in NEURON v4.3 (Hines and Carnevale 1997) and solved using backward Euler implicit integration with a time step of 0.001–0.005 ms.

Fiber geometry

With the exception of the double cable model of Halter and Clark (1991, 1993; Zhou and Chiu 2001; Zhou et al. 1999) (using 22 individually sized segments between successive nodes), geometric representation the internodal sections in nerve fiber models has not been strictly based on experimental morphology. Instead, generically sized sections of two layers of components representing the axolemma and myelin sheath have been used (Awiszus 1990; Blight 1985; Richardson et al. 2000; Stephanova and Bostock 1995), and as a result, the fine geometrical properties of the paranode could not be accurately represented. However, the myelin attachment section of the axon has been proposed to play an important role in the DAP (Barrett and Bostock 1992), and therefore it was necessary to represent explicitly the fiber morphology. The present models used 10 segments between successive nodes with an explicit representation of the myelin attachment segment (MYSA), paranode main segment (FLUT), and internode segment (STIN) regions of the fiber (Fig. 1; Table 1). Nine models were generated, based on experimental morphology measurements (see references in Table 1), with fiber diameters ranging from 5.7 to 16.0 \(\mu m\).

Membrane dynamics

The models used both linear and nonlinear membrane dynamics to represent the electrical behavior of the axon. The nodes consisted of the parallel combination of nonlinear fast Na\(^+\), persistent Na\(^+\), and slow K\(^+\) conductances, a linear leakage conductance, and the membrane capacitance (Fig. 1; Table 2). The dynamics of the nodal ion channels (equations in APPENDIX) were based on the experimental work of Scholz et al. (1993), Schwarz et al. (1995), and Reid et al. (1999). While there is evidence that slow K\(^+\) channels are present in the nodal region of the mammalian myelinated axon (Reid et al. 1999; Safronov et al. 1993; Scholz et al. 1993), and compelling arguments for the existence of persistent Na\(^+\) channels (Bostock and Rothwell 1997; Caldwell et al. 2000; Honmou et al. 1994; Smith et al. 1998), relatively little data exist describing the membrane dynamics of these channels. Therefore the parameters associated with the kinetics of these channels were selected to enable the models to reproduce a wide range of experimental data including the strength-duration relationship, current-distance relationship, conduction velocity, afterpotential shape, and excitability modulation for a range of fiber diameters. During the initial stages of model development, the membrane dynamics of Richardson et al. (2000) were used. Modifications were made to the fast Na\(^+\) channel to increase the conduction velocity and strength-duration time constant by shifting relationship between \(m_m\) and \(h_m\), and the transmembrane potential in the hyperpolarizing direction, and inactivation was slowed by increasing \(\tau_i\). The maximum conductance density \((g_{Na})\) and time constant \(\tau_{Na}\) of the persistent Na\(^+\) channel were increased to extend the duration and amplitude of the DAP. Finally, the time constant of the slow K\(^+\) channel \((\tau_N)\) was increased to create an AHP that matched experimental records. The paranodal and internodal compartments consisted of two layers, each including a linear conductance in parallel with the membrane capacitance, representing the myelin sheath and underlying axolemma (Fig. 1; Table 2).

Our hypothesis is that there exists an active inward current that augments the passive discharging of the internodal axolemma responsible for the DAP (Barrett and Barrett 1982; Stys and Waxman 1994). This active inward component would need to have little or no inactivation, and a time course that would result in the depolarization lasting ~10–20 ms after the action potential spike. Previous experimental results have shown that the DAP is not mediated by calcium or chloride (Barrett and Barrett 1982), therefore a slow or persistent Na\(^+\) conductance is the most likely candidate (Honmou et al. 1994; Stys et al. 1993). The persistent Na\(^+\) conductance of our model was localized at the node of Ranvier based on experimental data demonstrating that the sodium channel subtype present in mammalian nodes of Ranvier is Na\(_{L.6}\) (Caldwell et al. 2000), and orthologs of the Na\(_{L.6}\) subtype are capable of generating a noninactivating current depending on the assembly of their subunits (Smith et al. 1998).

FIG. 1. Multi-compartment double cable model of a mammalian axon. The models consisted of 21 nodes of Ranvier separated by 20 internodes. Each internodal section of the model consisted of 2 paranodal myelin attachment segments (MYSA), 2 paranodal main segments (FLUT), and 6 internodal segments (STIN). The nodal membrane dynamics included fast (Naf) and persistent (Nap) sodium, slow potassium (Ks), and linear leakage (Lk) conductances in parallel with the nodal capacitance (Cn). The internodal segments were represented by a double cable structure of linear conductances with an explicit representation of the myelin sheath \((G_m)\) in parallel with \(C_m\), and the internodal axolemma \((G_i)\) in parallel with \(C_i\).
TABLE 1.  Model geometric parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiber Diameter</th>
<th>5.7</th>
<th>7.3</th>
<th>8.7</th>
<th>10.0</th>
<th>11.5</th>
<th>12.8</th>
<th>14.0</th>
<th>15.0</th>
<th>16.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node-node separation</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,150</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>1,350</td>
<td>1,400</td>
<td>1,450</td>
<td>1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of myelin lemmel</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node length</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node diameter</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYSA length</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYSA diameter</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYSA periaxonal space width</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLUT length</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLUT diameter</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLUT periaxonal space width</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIN length</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>111.2</td>
<td>152.2</td>
<td>175.2</td>
<td>190.5</td>
<td>205.8</td>
<td>213.5</td>
<td>221.2</td>
<td>228.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIN diameter</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIN periaxonal space width</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are expressed in μm. MYSA, myelin attachment section of paranode; FLUT, main section of paranode; STIN, internodal section, 6 total in 1 internode. 
* Nilsson and Berthold (1988).  
* Berthold et al. (1983).  
* Rydmark and Berthold (1983).  
* Berthold and Rydmark (1983).

Simulation procedure

Simulations were conducted to measure each model’s action potential and afterpotential shape, response to long duration constant current stimuli, conduction velocity, recovery cycle, threshold electrotonus, strength-duration, and current-distance properties. Both intracellular and extracellular stimuli were utilized. For intracellular stimuli, a current clamp at a node in the middle of the axon was used. For extracellular stimuli, the extracellular stimuli were utilized. At each compartment of the model were generated by a point source electrode placed in an infinite homogenous anisotropic medium [longitudinal resistivity = 300 Ω-cm; transverse resistivity = 1,200 Ω-cm (Ranck and BeMent 1965)] surrounding the fiber, and equivalent sets of intracellular currents were used to simulate the influence of the extracellular electric field (Grill 1999; Richardson et al. 2000; Warman et al. 1992).

TABLE 2.  Model electrical parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nodal capacitance</th>
<th>2 μF/cm²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internodal capacitance</td>
<td>0.1 μF/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axoplasmic resistivity</td>
<td>70 Ω cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periaxonal resistivity</td>
<td>0.001 S/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myelin conductance</td>
<td>0.001 S/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLUT conductance</td>
<td>0.0001 S/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIN conductance</td>
<td>0.0001 S/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum fast Na⁺ conductance</td>
<td>3.0 S/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum slow K⁺ conductance</td>
<td>0.08 S/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum persistent Na⁺ conductance</td>
<td>0.01 S/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodal leakage conductance</td>
<td>0.007 S/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na⁺ Nernst potential</td>
<td>50.0 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K⁺ Nernst potential</td>
<td>−90.0 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leakage reversal potential</td>
<td>−90.0 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest potential</td>
<td>−80.0 mV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Frankenhaeuser and Huxley (1964).  
* Bostock and Sears (1978).  
* Per lamella membrane (2 membranes per lamella).  
* Huxley and Stampfli (1949).  
* Tasaki (1955).  
* Scholz et al. (1993).  
* Schwartz et al. (1995).  
* Safraov et al. (1993).  
* Bostock and Rothwell (1997).  
* Stys et al. (1997).

RESULTS

Computer models of mammalian motor nerve fibers were developed to examine the biophysical mechanisms underlying changes in axonal excitability following an action potential. The combination of an accurate representation of both the fiber geometry and the nodal membrane dynamics allowed the models to reproduce multiple sets of independent experimental data. The depolarizing (DAP) and hyperpolarizing (AHP) afterpotentials generated following an action potential were directly related to the recovery cycle of the fiber, and the model

FIG. 2.  Axonal action potential and afterpotential shape. A: following an action potential (spike amplitude truncated), the models generated depolarizing and hyperpolarizing afterpotentials that matched well with intra-axonal recordings from rat (David et al. 1995) (spike amplitudes truncated). B: the models responded to 2-ms hyperpolarizing stimuli with hyperpolarizing afterpotentials that matched well with experimental recordings from cat (Blight and Someya 1995).
results support the hypothesis that both active and passive mechanisms contribute to the DAP, while the AHP is generated solely through active mechanisms. The recovery cycle was also dependent on the time constant of activation and inactivation of the fast Na\(^+\) channel.

**Action potential and afterpotential shape**

Model responses to short-duration (100 μs) suprathreshold stimuli exhibited a DAP of ~15 ms followed by an AHP of ~80 ms (durations were dependent on fiber diameter) that closely matched intracellular recordings from myelinated rat motor nerve fibers (David et al. 1995) (Fig. 2A). The models also exhibited a diameter-dependent DAP amplitude (increasing DAP amplitude with decreasing fiber diameter), regulated by changes in the fiber geometry, which has been suggested by experimental work but never explicitly recorded (Barrett and Barrett 1982; David et al. 1995). The model responses to hyperpolarizing (2 ms) stimuli showed a hyperpolarizing afterpotential, generated by the passive discharging of the internodal axolemma, that also matched experimental results (Blight and Someya 1985) (Fig. 2B).

**Passive and active contributions to the afterpotentials**

Afterpotentials generated by the axon models were dependent on both active and passive mechanisms (Figure 3). The work of Barrett and Barrett (1982) proposed that the DAP was the result of the passive charging of the internodal axolemma during an action potential and subsequent discharging with current passing through a pathway under or through the myelin to the extracellular space. We used a totally passive version of our model, with all conductances fixed at rest values, to study the parameters affecting this contribution to the DAP. A pseudo action potential was generated by injecting a 500-μs current pulse resulting in the same area under the spike as a normal action potential (Fig. 3, A2–A4). The amplitude of the DAP in the passive model was reduced, its duration was increased compared with the full model, and the AHP was absent. The presence of the paranodal seal resistance, magnitude of the axolemma conductance in the paranode myelin attachment segment (MYSA), and the length of the paranode main segment (FLUT) influenced the passive DAP. Replacing the finite paranodal seal resistance with an infinite resistance completely abolished the passive DAP (Fig. 3A3). Increasing the axolemma conductance (\(g_i\)) in the MYSA resulted in a...
The shape of the recovery cycle was also dependent on the activation and inactivation of the fast Na\(^+\) conductance. The time constants of the activation gate (\(\tau_\text{m}\); Fig. 5A) and the inactivation gate (\(\tau_\text{h}\); Fig. 5B) were independently altered to examine their role in the shape of the recovery cycle. Slowing \(\tau_\text{m}\) made the membrane less excitable, and, as a result, the amplitude and duration of the supernormal period was decreased, while the subnormal period was increased. Speeding up \(\tau_\text{m}\) made the membrane more excitable and in turn resulted in an increase in the supernormal period and a decrease in the subnormal period.

When \(\tau_\text{h}\) was altered, the effects on the recovery cycle were opposite to those caused by changing \(\tau_\text{m}\) (Fig. 5B). Speeding up \(\tau_\text{h}\) resulted in a decrease in the supernormal period and an increase in the subnormal period, and slowing down \(\tau_\text{h}\) resulted in an increase in the supernormal period and a decrease in the subnormal period.
The models generated a late AHP after a train of high-frequency (200 Hz) suprathreshold stimuli (200 μs). The amplitude and duration of the AHP was dependent on the duration of the stimulus train (Fig. 6) (Baker et al. 1987; Bergmans 1970; Lin et al. 2000). The models exhibited a period of subexcitability (H1) associated with the late AHP that was regulated by an increase in the slow potassium conductance during subsequent impulses and lasted for ~100 ms after the cessation of the stimulus train. The magnitude and duration of H1 was dependent on the fiber diameter with smaller fibers having a more pronounced H1 than larger fibers. With a train of 10 conditioning stimuli, the 10-μm-diam fiber exhibited a peak in subnormality (24% increased threshold relative to unconditioned stimuli) at a conditioning-test interval of 25 ms, while the 14-μm-diam fiber exhibited a 20% peak increase in threshold at a conditioning-test interval of 25 ms. Nonetheless, both match well with the experimental results of Bergmans (1970) and Lin et al. (2000).

Threshold electrotonus and spike frequency accommodation

Prolonged subthreshold currents are used to alter the nodal and internodal transmembrane potential as a method to gain insight into the ion channels of the axon (Baker et al. 1987). The pattern of alteration in threshold induced by a subthreshold current pulse (~100 ms in duration) is termed threshold electrotonus (Bostock et al. 1991; Yang et al. 2000). The axon models captured the general shape of experimentally measured threshold electrotonus from rat (Fig. 7A) but were unable to accurately match the magnitude of the transient changes in threshold seen in human subjects (see DISCUSSION).

Model responses to long-duration suprathreshold constant current depolarizing stimuli exhibited spike frequency accommodation (Fig. 7B) that corresponded to experimental results (Baker et al. 1987; Schwarz et al. 1995). This accommodation was present at all stimulus levels; near rheobase one spike was generated, and, as the stimulation intensity was increased, two to five spikes occurred before complete accommodation. Accommodation was the result of continued activation of the slow K+ current that effectively shunted the inward currents responsible for the generation of subsequent action potentials (Baker et al. 1987; Schwarz et al. 1995), while the depolarization resulting from the stimulus maintained the fast Na+ channels in a relatively inactivated state. Continued activation of the slow K+ current also resulted in a poststimulus hyperpolarization of 1–3 mV, depending on the duration and amplitude of the stimulus train.

Impulse-dependent AHP

The models generated a late AHP after a train of high-frequency (200 Hz) suprathreshold stimuli (200 μs). The amplitude and duration of the AHP was dependent on the duration of the stimulus train (Fig. 6) (Baker et al. 1987; Bergmans 1970; Lin et al. 2000). The models exhibited a period of subexcitability (H1) associated with the late AHP that was regulated by an increase in the slow potassium conductance during subsequent impulses and lasted for ~100 ms after the cessation of the stimulus train. The magnitude and duration of H1 was dependent on the fiber diameter with smaller fibers having a more pronounced H1 than larger fibers. With a train of 10 conditioning stimuli, the 10-μm-diam fiber exhibited a peak in subnormality (24% increased threshold relative to unconditioned stimuli) at a conditioning-test interval of 25 ms, while the 14-μm-diam fiber exhibited a 20% peak increase in threshold at a conditioning-test interval of 25 ms. Nonetheless, both match well with the experimental results of Bergmans (1970) and Lin et al. (2000).
The conduction velocity, strength-duration, and current-distance relationships

Action potential conduction velocity (CV) was dependent on the fiber diameter (D) (Fig. 8A). The model CV closely matched experimental measurements from cat afferent nerve fibers for fiber diameters ranging from 5.7 to 16 μm (Boyd and Kalu 1979). The relationship between D and CV is dependent on a host of factors including myelin thickness and internodal length (Waxman 1980), and it has been suggested that differences in the type and density of the nodal sodium channels of different sized fibers can also play a role (Jack 1975). However, the CV relationship of the axon models arose solely through geometrical differences between the different diameter models (see Table 1), indicating that differences in the nodal ionic channels are not required to explain diameter-dependent CV.

The strength-duration relationship (threshold stimulus current as a function of stimulus pulse duration) was generated with extracellular electrodes at a range of different positions (Fig. 8B). The model results matched well with results from human subjects (Panizza et al. 1994, 1998). The results also suggested that smaller diameter fibers have longer chronaxies than larger diameter fibers. However, chronaxie times measured with extracellular stimulation were dependent on the electrode position relative to the neural structure, and the shortest chronaxie times were found with the electrode nearest to a node of the axon.

The current-distance relationship (threshold stimulus current as a function of electrode-to-axon distance) was generated with an extracellular electrode and a random distribution of 50 10-μm and 50 14-μm fibers. The perpendicular distances between the fibers and the electrode were uniformly distributed over a range of 100–1,000 μm, and the lateral positions of the central node of the fibers were uniformly distributed over a range of zero to one-half of one internodal length (Fig. 8C). The model results matched well with results from microstimulation of fibers in the cat spinal cord (BeMent and Ranck 1969; Roberts and Smith 1973). The results also suggest that larger diameter fibers have smaller k values, or a lower slope of the current-distance relationship, than smaller diameter fibers.

Role of juxtaparanodal K⁺ channels in axonal excitability

Recent experimental studies have demonstrated segregation of fast K⁺ channels at the juxtaparanodal regions of the axolemma (Vabnick et al. 1999). Therefore we developed a modified version of our 10-μm-diam fiber that incorporated a fast K⁺ conductance, based on the experimental work of Schwarz et al. (1995) (equations in APPENDIX), located in the FLUT region of the fiber (Vabnick et al. 1999). The appropriate conductance density of the juxtaparanodal fast potassium channel is unclear. The work of Roper and Schwarz (1989) and Safronov et al. (1993) suggest the channel density for fast potassium channels in the juxtaparanode is ~12/μm² and the single channel conductance is ~17 pS, resulting in a maximum conductance density (gKf) of ~0.02 S/cm². We examined a range of different model parameter sets with a juxtaparanodal gKf that ranged from 0.01 to 0.04 S/cm². The inclusion of fast potassium conductance in the FLUT regions of the model resulted in a decrease in the amplitude and duration of the DAP and a corresponding decrease in the supernormal period (Fig. 9A). The inclusion of paranodal potassium channels also resulted in alterations of threshold electrotonus including a smaller decrease in the threshold at the beginning of the conditioning pulse and a larger increase in threshold at the termination of the conditioning pulse (Fig. 9B).

Discussion

We used computational models of mammalian motor nerve fibers to explore the biophysical mechanisms underlying changes in excitability following an action potential. The model results support a hypothesis of both active (persistent Na⁺ channel activation) and passive (discharging of the internodal axolemma through the paranodal seal) contributions to the DAP, while the AHP was generated solely through active (slow K⁺ channel activation) mechanisms. The recovery cycle of the fiber following an action potential arose from the depolarizing (DAP) and hyperpolarizing (AHP) afterpotentials and the kinetics of the fast Na⁺ conductance. The results from this study show that accurate representations of both the fiber geometry (especially the node-paranode region) and the nodal membrane dynamics were necessary to reproduce a wide range of independent experimental data.

Model limitations

The models developed in this study had three primary limitations. First, the ion channel types, densities, and membrane dynamics of the mammalian node of Ranvier are not completely characterized (Baker et al. 1987; Chiu et al. 1979; Reid et al. 1999; Safronov et al. 1993; Scholz et al. 1993; Schwarz...
et al. 1995). Therefore our model included a simplified representation, based on available experimental data, of some of the ion channels present in the node. Although based on experimental current- and voltage-clamp recordings, the parameters describing the nodal ion channels were modified to enable the reproduction of several different experimentally documented excitation characteristics. The implication of such an approach is that the ion channels used in the model may actually represent the condensation of several different types of channels into single equivalent channels. For example, only a single type of slow potassium channel was included in our default model. However, five different types of fast, slow, and intermediate potassium channels have been recorded in human nerve fibers (Reid et al. 1999). Even with this potential limitation, the model results and conclusions are well grounded in complementary experimental work. As a result, we feel the simplified representation of the different ion channels is justified, and it allowed for identification and examination of the general biophysical mechanisms regulating axonal excitability following an action potential.

The second limitation of the models was the representation of the axon membrane under the myelin as a linear conductance.

**Fig. 8.** Conduction velocity (CV), strength-duration (S-D), and current-distance (I-X) relationships. A: the model CV matched well with experimental fits to fiber diameter (D) dependent changes in CV recorded in cat [CV = 4.60 * D (smaller diameter fibers); CV = 5.66 * D (larger diameter fibers)] (Boyd and Kalu 1979). B: the model S-D relationships matched with experimental ranges [chronaxie (Tch) = 50–150 μs] determined with extracellular activation of human motor axons (Panizza et al. 1994, 1998). The average and SD of threshold (Ith) relative to rheobase (Irh) are plotted for the models from the 15 different electrode positions shown in the inset. The chronaxie was estimated from a least-squares log-log fit to Ith = Irh * [1 + (Tch/PD)], where PD was the pulse duration (McIntyre and Grill 1998). C: the model I-X relationships for 100-μs stimuli (least-squares fit to Ith = Ith * k + r, where Ith was the estimated threshold current, Ith was the offset, k was the slope, and r was the electrode-to-axon distance) matched well with experimental ranges (Ith = 0–25 μA; k = 50–150 μA/mm²) determined in the cat (BeMent and Ranck 1969; Roberts and Smith 1973).

**Fig. 9.** Role of juxtaparanodal fast K⁺ channels on the recovery cycle and threshold electrotonus. A: recovery cycle of the 10-μm-diam model over a range of conductance densities for the juxtaparanodal fast K⁺ channel (see METHODS) compared with the recovery cycle measured in humans (Kiernan et al. 2000). B: threshold electrotonus of the 10-μm-diam model over a range of conductance densities for the juxtaparanodal fast K⁺ channel compared with changes in threshold measured in rat (Yang et al. 2000).
tance in parallel with the membrane capacitance. A wide range of different ionic conductances are present in the internodal sections of the axon, including several different types of potassium channels, sodium channels, and sodium and potassium pumps (Baker et al. 1987; Bostock et al. 1991; Waxman and Ritchie 1993). These channels and pumps have been proposed to play a role in several different excitation properties of the axon and in maintaining the rest potential. Internodal channels and pumps were not included in our models for two reasons: the resultant increase in computational complexity and the lack of explicit characterizations of their dynamic properties (i.e., parameter uncertainty). Our goal was to generate the simplest models possible using physiological plausible mechanisms to reproduce many different sets of independent experimental data, and use these models to explain changes in post-action potential excitability. While the addition of internodal channels and pumps would make the model more complete, the added computational complexity, parameter uncertainty, and difficulty in identifying the major contributions to a specific behavior, make the exclusion of internodal channels and pumps valid for the purposes of this study. However, the major weakness of this approach for the examination of afterpotentials and activity-dependent excitability is the neglect of juxtaparanodal fast K⁺ channels (Vabnick et al. 1999). Therefore we performed a sensitivity analysis of the role of the conductance density of a juxtaparanodal fast K⁺ conductance on the recovery cycle and threshold electrotonus (Fig. 9). The results show that, when realistic densities of fast K⁺ channels are included (−0.02 S/cm²), there are limited effects on the afterpotentials and the excitation properties of the model.

As a result of our simplified representation of the internodal membrane dynamics, the models exhibited slight discrepancies with the experimental records of threshold electrotonus and spike frequency accommodation. Specifically the models were unable to capture the magnitude of the transient changes in threshold electrotonus, and firing did not accommodate to long-duration suprathreshold stimuli as rapidly as experimental records (Fig. 7). Both of these behaviors have been linked to activation of internodal ion channels and ionic pumps (Baker et al. 1987; Bostock et al. 1991). Thus the model results reinforce the importance internodal and paranodal channels and pumps in activity-dependent modulation of excitability, and the model complexity is not sufficient to draw conclusions on the complete mechanisms of threshold electrotonus or spike frequency accommodation. It should also be noted that our model threshold electrotonus was compared with experimental results from rat, but a substantial difference exists in the threshold electrotonus of humans and rats where humans exhibit larger transient changes in threshold both during and after the conditioning stimulus (Yang et al. 2000), suggesting a difference in the ion channel distributions and/or densities in the two species.

The final limitation of our models was the lack of a representation of potassium accumulation in the extracellular space. When axons fire long trains of impulses, potassium concentration in the extracellular space can increase, especially in the periaxonal space (David et al. 1993; Zhou and Chiu 2001). This increase in extracellular potassium can increase the excitability of the axon, lead to ectopic discharge (Kapoor et al. 1993), and may play an important role when the axon fires at high frequencies for extended periods of time (Bostock and Bergmans 1994). However, for single spikes or short trains of spikes, as used in this study, potassium accumulation should not substantially impact fiber excitability. Even with these limitations, the models were able to reproduce a wide range of experimentally documented excitation patterns, and thus represent powerful tools to explore mechanisms responsible for activity-dependent changes in axonal excitability.

**Origin of afterpotentials**

Mammalian myelinated axons exhibit both depolarizing and hyperpolarizing afterpotentials (David et al. 1995) that can result in substantial changes in axonal excitability (Bergmans 1970; Kiernan et al. 1996) (Fig. 4). The results of this study indicate that there are two important contributions to these afterpotentials. The first contribution is the passive discharging of the internodal axolemma through the paranodal seal (Fig. 3) (Barrett and Barrett 1982). Reproduction of this component of the DAP required models that represented accurately the fiber morphology, particularly in the node-paranode region (Table 2). In earlier versions of our axon models (Richardson et al. 2000), it was not possible to generate a passive DAP of appropriate amplitude without explicit representation of the geometry of the node-paranode region. The use of separate compartments for the paranode myelin attachment segment (MYSA) and paranode main compartment (FLUT) and inclusion of a realistic paranodal seal resistance were very important to the generation of a passive DAP (Fig. 3A). The length of the paranodal region of the fibers used in the models was based on the experimentally determined percentage of the total internodal length (~5%) (Berthold and Rydmark 1983); however, alterations in the length of the paranode affected the DAP amplitude and time constant of decay.

The second contribution to the afterpotentials arose from the nonlinear membrane dynamics of the node. The activation of persistent Na⁺ channels augmented the passive mechanism and increased the amplitude of the DAP. Previous results suggested that the DAP was a result of only the passive mechanism; however, in the generation of that hypothesis, the AHP was not considered (Barrett and Barrett 1982). Our results indicate that when using voltage-gated slow K⁺ channels to produce the AHP (Baker et al. 1987; David et al. 1995), the only way to maintain an accurate DAP amplitude and realistic supernormal period is to have an active component to augment the passive DAP (Figs. 3 and 4). A persistent Na⁺ current is responsible for DAPs in CA1 pyramidal neurons (Azouz et al. 1996), and subfornical organ neurons (Washburn et al. 2000), but experimental verification that persistent Na⁺ currents augment the DAP in myelinated axons does not presently exist. Thus the finding that a persistent Na⁺ current is necessary to produce a realistic DAP amplitude and supernormal period in mammalian myelinated axons is only a model prediction. Experimental results on myelinated axons have shown that the amplitude and time course of the DAP is limited by the continued activation of slow K⁺ channels, which serve to shunt outward current and reduce the charging of the internodal axolemma (David et al. 1995). The model results suggest that the continued activation of the slow K⁺ channels is also the mechanism for the AHP (Fig. 3). Therefore the model results support a hypothesis of both active and passive contributions to the generation of afterpotentials.
Pharmacological evidence for the role of nonlinear ion channels in afterpotentials

Experimental investigations have shown that TTX (which blocks Na⁺ channels, including persistent Na⁺ channels), 4-aminopyridine (4-AP; which blocks fast K⁺ channels), and tetraethylammonium (TEA; which blocks most K⁺ channels, including the kinetically slower 4-AP–insensitive channels) affect the amplitude and duration of the DAP and AHP (Barrett and Barrett 1982; Barrett et al. 1988; Bowe et al. 1987; Eng et al. 1988). Changes in afterpotentials resulting from alterations in the conductance densities of the ionic currents in the model were consistent with these pharmacological studies. Decreasing the nodal g₆₅Na (analogous to TTX application) resulted in a decrease in the duration and amplitude of the DAP (Fig. 3B2), and experimental application of TTX resulted in a decrease in the action potential (AP) amplitude and duration, and a decrease in the DAP amplitude and duration (Barrett and Barrett 1982). Decreasing the nodal g₆₅K (analogous to TEA application) increased the amplitude and duration of the DAP and decreased the amplitude of the AHP (Fig. 3B2). Application of TEA experimentally resulted in only slight AP broadening; however, there were substantial increases in the DAP amplitude and duration and decreases in the AHP amplitude and duration (Barrett et al. 1988; Bowe et al. 1987; Eng et al. 1988). Decreasing the paranodal g₆₅Na (analogous to 4-AP application) increased the amplitude and duration of the DAP (reflected in the increased amplitude and duration of the supernormal period in Fig. 9A). Experimentally, application of 4-AP resulted in broadening of the AP and a slight increase in the amplitude and duration of the DAP (Bowe et al. 1987; Eng et al. 1988). Thus the changes in model afterpotentials resulting from changes in conductance densities were consistent with experimental measurements of afterpotentials in the presence of channel blockers and further illustrate the role of active ionic currents in the generation of afterpotentials and the recovery cycle.

Relation of the afterpotentials and the recovery cycle

Our model data agreed well with the experimentally measured recovery cycle (Fig. 3B) (Kiernan et al. 1996, 2000; Lin et al. 2000). The results of this study show that the recovery cycle of the fiber is regulated by the afterpotentials generated following an action potential as well as the kinetics of the fast Na⁺ conductance. However, one unanswered question related to the mechanisms of the recovery cycle is why a greater super- and subnormality exists in motor axons than sensory axons (Kiernan et al. 1996). The difference between the strength-duration time constant (τ₈₅D) of motor and sensory fibers has been well documented (Bostock and Rothwell 1997; Mogyoros et al. 1996; Panizza et al. 1994). It has been suggested that there are differences in the ion channels of these different fiber types, specifically a greater density of persistent Na⁺ channels in sensory than motor fibers that act to depolarize the sensory fibers and increase τ₈₅D (Bostock and Rothwell 1997; Burke et al. 1998; Honmou et al. 1994). The similarity in the shapes of the recovery cycles motor and sensory fibers suggests that similar mechanisms are responsible for the recovery cycle in both fiber types. However, the results from this study, indicating that persistent Na⁺ channels play an important role in the DAP and subsequent supernormal period, suggest that an increased density of persistent Na⁺ channels would result in a greater, rather than smaller, supernormal period in sensory fibers compared with motor fibers (Fig. 3B).

How can these conflicting roles for the persistent Na⁺ channel be resolved? Possibly the differences in τ₈₅D are regulated more by differences in the “fast” Na⁺ channels responsible for the action potential than differences in the density of the persistent Na⁺ channels. Sensory fibers have slower fast Na⁺ channels (i.e., slowed τ₈₅) than motor fibers (Honmou et al. 1994), and this difference can alter both the chronaxie time and recovery cycle. Figure 5A shows that slowing τ₈₅ by 40% decreased the amplitude and duration of the supernormal period, and slowing τ₈₅ also resulted in a 20% increase in τ₈₅D. Both of these effects of changing τ₈₅ match with the experimentally determined differences in the motor and sensory recovery cycle (Kiernan et al. 1996) and strength-duration relationship (Panizza et al. 1994) and were accomplished using an experimentally documented difference in Na⁺ channel kinetics.

Our simulation results have also identified the inactivation gate of the Na⁺ channel as an important factor influencing the recovery cycle. Experimental results from mammalian motor and sensory fibers show that sodium channel inactivation is faster in sensory fibers than in motor fibers (Mitrovic et al. 1993). Figure 5B shows that decreasing τ₈₅ by 20% resulted in a decrease in the duration and amplitude of the supernormal period, and decreasing τ₈₅ also decreased the action potential spike width. Both of these effects of changing τ₈₅ match with experimentally determined differences in the motor and sensory recovery cycle (Kiernan et al. 1996) and action potential spike shape (Kocsis et al. 1986) and were accomplished using an experimentally documented difference in Na⁺ channel kinetics. The alterations in τ₈₅ and τ₈₅ were not able to account for the differences in the subnormal period between motor and sensory fibers. The subnormal period is regulated by the slow K⁺ channel, and our results suggest that there is a difference in the density and/or distribution of these channels in motor and sensory fibers, with sensory fibers having a greater density of nodal and/or internodal slow K⁺ channels than motor fibers.

Another factor that could contribute to the differences between motor and sensory recovery cycles is the influence of fiber diameter on the amplitude of the super- and subnormal periods (Fig. 4B). Experimental measurements of the recovery cycle are traditionally made with extracellular electrodes placed on the arm (Kiernan et al. 1996). In such an arrangement, large-diameter fibers are activated at lower thresholds than small-diameter fibers (Fig. 7C). The fiber diameter distribution of the median nerve has more large-diameter sensory fibers (>14-μm fiber diam) than large-diameter motor fibers (Archibald et al. 1995). Therefore the sensory recovery cycle should have smaller super- and subnormal periods than the motor recovery cycle because larger diameter fibers have smaller super- and subnormal periods compared with smaller diameter fibers (Fig. 4B). Therefore differences in the morphological properties, as well as the dynamic properties of the ion channels, may contribute to the differences in the recovery cycle of motor and sensory fibers, and differences in the density of persistent Na⁺ channels may only be a second-order effect.

There is also variation between the recovery cycles of fibers
APPENDIX

The ionic currents of the model can be written in the general form of

\[ I_{\text{ion}} = g_{\text{ion}}(V_m - E_{\text{ion}}) \]

where \( g_{\text{ion}} \) is the maximum conductance for the individual ion channel (Table 2) multiplied by gating variables that range from 0 to 1 (Hodgkin and Huxley 1952). The time and voltage dependence of each gating parameter (\( \omega \)) is given by

\[ \tau_\omega = 1/(\alpha_\omega + \beta_\omega) \]

\[ d\omega/dt = \alpha_\omega(1 - \omega) - \beta_\omega \omega \]

The time course and magnitude of the activation and inactivation parameters used in the simulations are given below. The maximum conductance density of the fast Na\(^+\) (\( g_{\text{Na}} \)), and slow K\(^+\) conductances (\( g_{\text{K}} \)) were based on experimental single-channel conductance and channel density measurements. Based on the work of Scholz et al. (1993), a single-channel conductance of 15 and 8 pS were used for the fast Na\(^+\) and slow K\(^+\) channels, respectively. We used a density of 2,000 channels/\( \mu \)m\(^2\) (Waxman and Ritchie 1993) for the nodal fast Na\(^+\) channels, resulting in a \( g_{\text{Na}} \) of 3.0 S/cm\(^2\). We used a density of 100 channels/\( \mu \)m\(^2\) (Safronov et al. 1993) for the nodal slow K\(^+\) channels resulting in a \( g_{\text{K}} \) of 0.08 S/cm\(^2\). The membrane dynamics were derived to be representative of neural excitation at 36°C. Alterations in the time constants of \( m \) or \( h \) were achieved by scaling both the \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) components of the dynamical equations by the listed percentages. Individuals interested in reproducing the results of this study or using these models in their own work are encouraged to contact us for the appropriate NEURON files and instruction on their use.

Fast sodium current

\[ I_{\text{Na}} = g_{\text{Na}} \times m^3 h (V_m - E_{\text{Na}}) \]

\[ \alpha_m = [0.07 \times (V_m + 60)]/[1 - e^{-(V_m + 40)/10}] \]

\[ \beta_m = 0.039 \times (V_m + 60) \]

Slow potassium current

\[ I_{\text{K}} = g_{\text{K}} \times s \times (V_m - E_{\text{K}}) \]

\[ \alpha_s = 0.3/[1 + e^{(V_m + 50)/-80}] \]

\[ \beta_s = 0.03/[1 + e^{(V_m + 100)/-10}] \]

Juxtaparanodal fast potassium current (used only in Fig. 9)

\[ I_{\text{Kf}} = g_{\text{Kf}} \times n^4 \times (V_m - E_{\text{Kf}}) \]

\[ \alpha_n = [0.0462 \times (V_m + 83.2)]/[1 - e^{-(V_m + 83.2)/10}] \]

\[ \beta_n = [0.0824 \times (-[V_m + 66])]/[1 - e^{-(V_m + 66)/10}] \]

Leakage current

\[ I_{\text{Lk}} = g_{\text{Lk}} \times (V_m - E_{\text{Lk}}) \]
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